Base
CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION
FOR THE PERSON COMPLETING THIS FORM:The person named below has applied to participate in a Discipleship Training School (D.T.S.) with
Youth with a Mission. We would be very grateful for your objectivity in answering the questions
below which will help us in our assessment of the applicant. ALL the information given will be kept
strictly confidential and will NOT be shown to the applicant.
Send the completed form directly to:
The DTS Director
Juventud Con Una Misión
Casilla 1607
Santa Cruz - Bolivia
We would appreciate your prompt reply as we need to process the application as soon as possible.
Thank you for your cooperation.
(Please use block capitals)
Name of Applicant_________________________________________________________________
Your name________________________________________________________________________
Your address______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________Telephone No.________________________
Your relationship to the Applicant (Pastor, friend, teacher, etc.) _____________________
I have known the Applicant __________at home _________at work _________at school
________at church _________socially ________at bible study _________other (explain)
___________________________________________________________________________________
I have known the Applicant for ______ years and would consider my relationship with him/her as:
________intimate ________close _______an acquaintance ______minimal.
Mark with an X the most appropriate answer:1. Emotional Maturity.
_____Very mature has demonstrated his/her capacity to operate under pressure.
_____ Above average maturity and emotional stability.
_____Adequate maturity and emotional stability
_____Uncertain, experience has shown that possibly he/she could not work well under pressure.
_____Frequently has shown emotional immaturity through anger and/or other
erratic reactions.
_____I don't know him/her well enough to comment.
2. Intelligence.
_____Learns and thinks slowly.
_____ Average/normal mental ability.
_____ Has alert and agile mind.
_____ Exceptional mental capacity.
3. Reaction in the face of difficult circumstances.
_____Withdraws into him/herself.
_____Acts constructively seeking the solution.
_____Waits for others to act.
_____Becomes discouraged.
_____Waits with patience.
_____Shows frustration/anger.

_____I don't know him/her well enough to comment.
4. Working in a team.
_____Frequently the cause of disunion, friction or tension.
_____Insists that things are done his/her way.
_____Generally cooperates in a good spirit.
_____Cooperates well with others.
_____I don't know him/her well enough to comment.
5. The following characteristics tend to be negative qualities in the Lord's work,
please underline any of the following that you have noted in the Applicant:Impatient, intolerant, argumentative, domineering, insolent, critical of others, easily humiliated,
offended or discouraged, prejudiced toward certain groups, lacking in humour or the ability to take
a joke.
If the Applicant seems to be relatively free from all such tendencies, mark here____
If you have noted any of these or similar limitations in the Applicant, please specify
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
6. Mark any of the following which you feel are motivating the Applicant to study and/or work
within Y.W.A.M.:_____Desire to spread the Gospel
_____Christian service
_____Travel
_____Adventure
_____To share Christian experience
_____Escape unpleasant home situation
_____Receive help, ministry and discipleship
_____Other (specify)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
7. Please comment briefly on the immediate family situation of the Applicant________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
8. Please describe any physical limitations the Applicant may have. Has the Applicant had
psychiatric treatment? If so, please explain
________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
9. a. Has the Applicant proven, on any occasion to be unreliable, dishonest or of
questionable character?______
b. As far as you know, has the Applicant ever been arrested for any offences other
minor traffic violations?______
c. To your knowledge, has the Applicant ever been involved in drug abuse,
homosexuality or the occult?______
Please explain if the answer is YES to any of the above three questions:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

10. What is your overall evaluation of the Applicant
student/worker?
_____He/she is definitely unsuited
_____He/she is an
_____At this time, he/she is unsuited
_____He/she is an
_____He/she is a good prospect, but
_____He/she is an
I have some reservations.
prospect.

as a future Youth with a Mission
average prospect
above average prospect
unusually exceptional

11. Would you like to have the Applicant working with you or under you?
Yes_____
No_____
Why?____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________
Give a brief comment about the Applicant to each of the following:1. Describe his/her Christian growth
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
2. The quality and extent of his/her Christian service
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
3. His/her ability to relate to others and be part of a team
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
4. His/her ability to handle conflicts in interpersonal relationships
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
5. The Applicant will be living and working closely with others for an extended period of time.
Do you foresee any difficulties that would compromise his/her Christian sexual morality
relationships with others?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
6. Describe his/her personal motivation____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
7. Describe his/her self-image___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
8. Describe his/her ability to organize him/herself______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
9. Is the Applicant teachable? ______________________________________________
10. Is the Applicant trustworthy? ____________________________________________
11. Is the Applicant responsible? ____________________________________________
12. Is the Applicant submissive to authority (completes assignments etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

13. Is the Applicant financially responsible?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
14. Describe his/her attendance and participation in church services and other church
meetings
________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
15. Describe his/her capacity to motivate, organize and train others
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
If we have overlooked anything which you consider relevant to this application or you wish to
expand on any of the above, please make notes here:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Signed____________________________Date______________________________

